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Our speakers

Jon Leary

⎻ Researcher at Modern Energy Cooking Services (MECS)

⎻ Working to empower everyday cooks

⎻ Develops and trials innovative solutions 

Leonard Shurg

⎻ Head of Production Innovation at BURN

⎻ Dedicated career to sustainable future and green energy

⎻ Worked previously on product development, validation and 
production process

⎻ Project portfolio includes cookstoves, solar heat and electricity

Biraj Gautam

⎻ CEO of People, Energy & Environment Development Association

⎻ Over 12 years experience as a management leader and an 
environmental professional

⎻ Specializes in coordinating a multi-sectoral team, resource 
mobilization, orientation, and supervision of project implementation

⎻ Holds an MSc. in Environmental Science from Tribhuvan 
University, Nepal. 
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Outline

What new opportunities are on 
the horizon for eCooking?

Which eCooking appliances are 
most efficient & why?

How can we make eCooking 
accessible, affordable & 
desirable?
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SDG 7 – access to reliable, 
sustainable, affordable & 
modern energy for all

⎻ Electricity

⎻ Rapid progress

⎻ Clean cooking

⎻ Slow (& in some contexts 
negative) progress in clean 
cooking

⎻ Focus on improving the 
efficiency of biomass cooking

Electric cooking historically 
ignored by the clean cooking 
industry

The old narrative on eCooking
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Falling costs of solar PV & battery 
storage

⎻ Rising cost of biomass fuels

Energy-efficient appliances

⎻ Induction, infra-red, rice cooker, 
Electric Pressure Cooker (EPC)…

New opportunities opening up for eCooking

ESMAP (2020)
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What is the ‘LED of battery-supported eCooking’?

LED vs. incandescent
90% reduction
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Typology of eCooking appliances

ESMAP (2020)
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Typology of eCooking appliances

ESMAP (2020)
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Heat transfer OUT of the pot is as important as heat 

transfer into it!

‘Cooker’ – a heating element or gas 

flow that uses energy to heat up the pot

C) Convective & radiant losses from 

side of pan

D) Evaporation losses 

from steam escaping

B) Convective & radiant losses from lid of pan

Batchelor et al (2018)
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Think INSIDE The box

C) Significant insulation on the 

side to stop radiant & 

convection losses

D) Minimise evaporation 

losses by having a lid 

and a thermostat to stop 

excessive conversion of 

water to steam.

B) Insulate the lid too!

A) Encase the heater in the 

box to stop conduction & 

convection losses from the 

heater

Batchelor et al (2018)
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Typology of eCooking appliances

ESMAP (2020)
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Culturally-appropriate energy-
efficient appliances can:

⎻ Reduce costs by optimizing 
energy demand

⎻ Be highly desirable to 
consumers by making cooking 
easier

However, the most efficient 
appliances cannot cook all 
foods

⎻ Important to select appliances 
that match with local cuisine & 
plan for fuel/appliance stacking

Cost-effective eCooking

ESMAP (2020)
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Upfront costs typically high

⎻ Service delivery business 
models (e.g. PAYG, utility) can 
make eCooking affordable

Battery-supported eCooking

⎻ Reducing the cost of the most 
expensive component key to 
achieving affordability

⎻ Battery size can be significantly 
reduced by optimizing energy 
demand

Cost-effective eCooking

ESMAP (2020)
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Establish which energy-
efficient appliances fit best 
with local cuisine

⎻ Categorise the menu by 
understanding how popular 
dishes are prepared

⎻ Match popular dish types 
with appropriate appliances

⎻ Engage with real cooks

Identify culturally-appropriate energy-efficient appliances

Rice

Curries

‘Heavy 

foods’

?

?

?
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Conclusion

Energy-efficient eCooking 
appliances have huge potential for 
tackling global health, environmental 
& gender equity challenges of 
cooking with biomass

Design challenges to increase the 
impact of energy-efficient eCooking 
appliances:

⎻ Enable access for consumers in 
weak-grid and off-grid regions

⎻ Break down the high upfront cost

⎻ Identify & optimise culturally-
appropriate appliances that can 
cook popular local foods efficiently
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Thanks for listening!

Dr Jon Leary

MECS Research Associate

j.leary@lboro.ac.uk

www.MECS.org.uk

www.MECSplus.org

http://www.mecs.org.uk/
http://www.mecsplus.org/
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Saving lives and forests through 

the design, manufacture and 
distribution of best-in-class, 

clean cookstoves

Efficiency for Access 

Design Challenge
Webinar: Cooking appliances

27-10-2020
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Annually more than 500,000 people die in Sub-Saharan Africa from respiratory 
diseases related to smoke from indoor cooking fires 

(IHME, 2013)
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52% of forest loss in SSA is caused by Firewood and charcoal production 
(Dalberg, 2012)
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BURN is the first company to address this challenge with a scalable commercial solution
Since 2013, BURN has sold 1.00,000 best-in-class modern biomass cookstoves in East Africa. These stoves have 

transformed the lives of 5 million people.





Kenya Ceramic 

Jiko

3-Stone Fire

Journey to clean cooking
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Electrification is forecast to increase across SSA reaching ~1.25 bn individuals with access to 
electricity by 2040 
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Access rate to electricity – selected markets (in %) ▪ Access to electricity in SSA is forecast 

to continue to increase through 2040 

with major governments having 

committed to ambitious policies 

targeting increased access to 

electricity in their countries

▪ Kenya has released a 

National Electrification 

Strategy in 2018 with large 

investments into electrical 

grids

▪ Most rapid progress is expected in 

East Africa, the regional access rate 

to electricity is forecast to reach 70% 

by 2030

▪ Countries like Kenya and Tanzania 

are expected to make most progress 

with access to electricity:

▪ Kenya reaching full 

electrification by 2030

▪ Tanzania’s electrification rate 

climbing from <40% in 2018 to 

70% by 2030



EPC performance over time

EPCs show high energy efficiency for long cooking foods



Widespread e-cooking adoption in SSA will require electric safety upgrades – low-income 

households’ grid connections may not be reliable enough for high wattage appliances

Source: Pictures from BURN’s pilot in Nairobi.

▪ Over half of households 

showed evidence of 

unsafe electric safety 

practices, socket 

connections, and circuit 

breakers.

▪ Unsafe wiring, lack of 

earthing, or poor 

electrical safety 

practices (such as 

overloading extension 

cables and sockets) 

could cause safety issues 

if not addressed.

Evidence from BURN’s research

BURN CASE STUDY

Required electric safety 
upgrades

Target customers for electric 
cooking may not have the 
required grid infrastructure to 
support a high-wattage 
cooking appliance. 
Upgrades required may 
include: 

• Electric socket 
replacement

• Circuit breaker 
installation

• New, safe wiring with 
new insulation

• Based on BURN’s pilot 
data, upgrades could 
cost €14 / household. 
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You can make an impact!
Cooking technologies affect families around the world every day

Customers purchase additional products over their lifetimes.

Cooking decisions are made for many different reasons.

Almost all customers do “fuel stacking” = using of different fuels and cooking systems for preparing different dishes

Knowing your customers needs and understanding the motivations for their decision is key in making the right product, right.

Burnstoves.com

kenya@burnmfg.com

recruitment.kenya@burnmfg.com 



Cooking fuels SSA

▪ ~900m people in SSA still lack access to 

clean cooking

▪ Inefficient and polluting cooking stoves 

have been directly linked to ~500,000 

deaths in SSA

▪ Access to clean cooking is particularly 

important to women’s and children’s 

health and empowerment, as they are 

worst affected by premature deaths 

related to air pollution

▪ Firewood and charcoal are the main fuel 

sources for cooking across all target 

countries (80%+)

▪ Improved cookstoves and alternative 

fuels are needed to support SDG

Source: International Energy Association, 2019



Thank you



Biraj Gautam, PEEDA
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A Video from Biraj Gautam, CEO of PEEDA 



Thank you



Q&A




